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Abstract
This study investigates the use of the finite verb-
focus forms -jə and -mə in Kolyma Yukaghir.
These forms are described in terms of valency:
-jə is the intransitive form, and -mə is the tran-
sitive. In this study, I revise this analysis by
using decision tree modeling on five monologic
texts annotated for different discourse and mor-
phological factors. The results show that 1) va-
lency alone cannot account for the distribution
of the finite verb-focus forms in discourse, and
2) speakers are sensitive to different discourse
factors and use -jə and -mə to achieve differ-
ent communicative goals. In short, this study
demonstrates how machine learning methods
like classification decision trees can offer a more
nuanced picture of the choices speakers make
at the discourse level and help the language de-
scription process.

1 Introduction
Finite verb morphology in the endangered lan-
guage of Kolyma Yukaghir (Yukaghiric; Russia)
has a four-way distinction from which language
users choose whenmaking an assertion (Krejnovich,
1982; Maslova, 1997, 2003, 2008; Nagasaki, 2010,
2018). These four forms are said to represent the
grammaticalization of the “information structure
status” of core participants (Nikolaeva, 2005) and
are classified according to valency (i.e., intransi-
tive vs. transitive) and as to whether they highlight
the event (i.e., verb-focus) or the event participants
(i.e., subject-focus or object-focus). This descrip-
tion, however, fails to account for a significant num-
ber of utterances in spontaneous discourse, since
examples of verbs with the ‘intransitive’ verb-focus
form -jə are attested with two participants (1), and
the ‘transitive’ verb-focus -mə also occurs with a sin-
gle participant (2).
(1) ополльэ

opoll’ə
later

мэткэлэ
met-kələ
1SG-ACC

моннуӈий,
mon-nu-ŋi-j,
say-IPFV-PL-Jə.3

‘Later they told me’ (“Tobacco,” 34:13)

(2) иӈэртэм
iŋer-tə-m
hole-?-Mə.3SG

иӈэртэм,
iŋer-tə-m,
hole-?-Mə.3SG

‘He dug, he dug’ (“The felt boots,” 13:21)

An alternative view is to consider the choice over
the four finite forms as carrying out different dis-
course functions (Nagasaki, 2018), and thus being
sensitive to different discourse and pragmatic fac-
tors. In this view, explanations for speakers’ choices
can be found in a more dynamic view of transitivity
in which events do not have an inherent amount of
participants (Hopper and Thompson, 1980; Diver
et al., 2012), as well as the accessibility of the
referents (Ariel, 2001), and the different degrees
of attention-worthiness placed onto the participants
and the event (Diver and Davis, 2012).
The goal of this study is to investigate these fac-

tors in concert in order to understand what commu-
nicative goals the two verb-focus forms (i.e., ‘intran-
sitive’ -jə and ‘transitive’ -mə) fulfill, with a study
of the less common subject-focus and object-focus
forms to follow. Ultimately, the objective is to
improve current descriptions of Kolyma Yukaghir
through a multifactorial analysis of spontaneous dis-
course in a context where recording additional lin-
guistic materials is difficult due to language endan-
germent.

2 Data

I analyzed 5 of the 40 monologic texts collected in
the late 20th century (Nikolaeva and Mayer, 2004).
These five texts were narrated by the same per-
son, but differ slightly in terms of genre: there
is a personal story (“Tobacco”), a fantastical story
(“Elizar”), the description of a game played between
two people with their hands (“A game”), the de-
piction of a yearly meeting among the Yukaghirs
(“Yearly meetings”), and an account of the fortune
telling practice to predict the ethnic group a woman
will marry into (“Fortune telling”).

https://www.sgr.fi/yukaghir/texts/start34.html
https://www.sgr.fi/yukaghir/texts/start41.html
https://www.sgr.fi/yukaghir/texts/start43.html
https://www.sgr.fi/yukaghir/texts/start44.html
https://www.sgr.fi/yukaghir/texts/start37.html


I first divided each text into intonation units
(IUs; Chafe, 1979, 1994; Du Bois et al., 1993) and
then extracted all 135 verb-focus finite forms (88
-jə’s and 47 -mə’s). Afterwards, I manually anno-
tated in a table each token for linguistic features
that have been shown to correlate with accessibility
and attention-worthiness: number of overt partici-
pants (Huffman, 2001) and their linguistic encod-
ing (Ariel, 2009), case-marking and co-occurrence
with the finite form in the same IU (Himmel-
mann, 2022), the grammatical persons involved in
the event (Contini-Morava, 1983), polarity (Diver,
2012), and aspect (Reid, 1976; Gorup, 1987). Be-
low I list the predictors I used in the study and their
levels.
First, the number of overt (i.e., explicitly-

mentioned) participants contains three levels: 0, 1,
and 2. Additionally, I created a separate variable
with the total number of participants (i.e., including
covert, contextual-inferred participants that are not
explicitly mentioned). For example, verbs of trans-
fer like ‘give’ only appear with one or two explicit
participants but never three, although these are of-
ten thought of involving three participants (Haspel-
math, 2004).
Second, the linguistic encoding of participants

generates two predictors, one for each participant.
Both include five levels: lexical, pronoun, and quan-
tifier (for overt participants), and mentioned and im-
plicit (for covert participants). The last two cate-
gories capture the distinction between covert par-
ticipants of a finite verb appearing as overt partic-
ipants of a preceding non-finite verb (but with case-
marking assigned by the finite verb), and covert par-
ticipants of a finite verb appearing as overt partici-
pants of a preceding finite verb.
Third, case marking on overt first participants

contains two levels (i.e., predicative and no case
marking), and three levels for overt second partici-
pants (i.e., accusative, predicative and no case mark-
ing). Similarly, I included another predictor for the
case markings of non-core arguments (i.e., ablative,
dative, instrumental, lative, locative, and prolative).
Fourth, the co-occurrence of overt participants with
the finite form in the same IU generates two predic-
tors, one for each participant. Both predictors have
two levels: co-occurring in the same IU and not co-
occurring in the same IU.
Fifth, the grammatical persons involved in the

event is a single predictor with 14 levels: five with a
single participant (1SG, 1PL, 2SG, 3NPL, 3PL), seven

with two participants (1SG > 3NPL, 1SG > 3PL, 3NPL
> 1SG, 3NPL > 3NPL, 3NPL > 3PL, 3PL > 1SG, 3PL >
3NPL), and two with three participants (1SG > 3NPL
> 3NPL, 1SG > 3NPL > 3PL). Other combinations of
grammatical persons are not attested in the data.
Sixth, polarity is operationalized as the co-

occurrence of the negative proclitic əl with the fi-
nite verb form. This predictor has two levels: co-
occurring and not co-occurring.
Finally, aspect in Kolyma Yukaghir includes sev-

eral categories that occupy different slots in the fi-
nite verb template and can co-occur; these are: ha-
bitual, inchoative, imperfective, iterative, nonitera-
tive, resultative, and perfective. I also annotated the
data for three additional morphemes that can appear
in the morphological template and co-occur with as-
pect: future tense, causative and evidential. Each
of these categories is treated as a separate predictor
with a binary choice, i.e., whether they co-occur or
not with the finite verb form.
Table 1 summarizes the list of predictors and

their levels. In total, the data was annotated for
21 independent variables that include a variety of
morphological and discourse factors, and I used the
choice of the verb-focus form (i.e., -jə vs. -mə) as
the dependent variable.

3 Methods

In order to investigate speakers’ choices of the verb-
focus forms at the discourse level, I used a clas-
sification decision tree. Tree-based methods have
gained popularity in linguistics research over the
past decade (Tagliamonte and Baayen 2012; Wiech-
mann and Kerz 2013; Bernaisch et al. 2014; Hundt
2018, among others), but studies applied to lan-
guages other than English have mostly focused on
NLP applications rather than linguistic analyses
(but see Klavan et al. 2015). Tree-based model-
ing, however, is particularly suitable for grammat-
ical analyses in endangered languages, as it is ap-
plicable to small-n large-p (i.e., few data points,
many predictors) scenarios, and it avoids problems
of collinearity (Strobl et al., 2009; Gries, 2021).
A classification decision tree is an effective

method to investigate the choice of verb-focus
forms. As mentioned, current descriptions of
Kolyma Yukaghir describe the use of -jə vs. -mə
as depending only on valency (intransitive vs. tran-
sitive). In machine learning terms, this characteri-
zation can be formulated as a decision tree with a
single split based on transitivity: if intransitive, pre-



Predictor Levels
Number of overt ppts 0, 1, 2
Number of covert ppts 0, 1, 2, 3
Encoding of 1st & 2nd ppts lexical, pronoun, quantifier, mentioned, implied
Case marking on 1st ppt bare, predicative
Case marking on 2nd ppt bare, predicative, accusative
Other referents ablative, dative, instrumental, lative, locative, prolative
Co-occurrence with 1st ppt in IU yes, no
Co-occurrence with 2nd ppt in IU in IU yes, no
Grammatical persons 1SG, 1PL, 2SG, 3NPL, 3PL, 1SG > 3NPL, 1SG > 3PL, 3NPL > 1SG,

3NPL > 3NPL, 3NPL > 3PL, 3PL > 1SG, 3PL > 3NPL, 1SG > 3NPL >
3NPL, 1SG > 3NPL > 3PL

Co-occurrence with negative əl yes, no
Co-occurrence with habitual, imperfective,
evidential...

yes, no

Table 1: Predictors and their levels used to annotate each token of -jə and -mə

dict -jə; if not intransitive, predict -mə. Thus, any
alternative decision tree configuration from the su-
pervised model (i.e., either with more leaves or a
single split with a different predictor) would suggest
that speakers are sensitive to the morphological and
discourse factors listed above.

4 Findings

Due to the imbalanced distribution of the two forms,
the baseline/no-information rate accuracy of the
classification model is already at 65.2%. Rather
than a training-testing split, a leave-one-out cross-
validation method was used instead, given that some
predictors (e.g., grammatical persons) had too few
observations for some levels to make predictions
with a testing set. The model performs with an
81.5% true prediction accuracy. A test-is-training
model, however, outperforms the cross-validation
model with 89.6% accuracy (pbinomial test = 0.006).
Figure 1 shows the classification tree from the test-
is-training model.
The results show that the choice of verb-focus

forms is most sensitive to the grammatical per-
sons involved in the event. Two-participant events
with two third persons are favored by the form -
mə (3), whereas single-participant events and two-
participant events with a speech-act participant (i.e.,
first-person or second-person) are favored by -jə (4).
Examples (3) and (4) both display a two-participant
event with an implicit first participant and a men-
tioned second participant (i.e., ‘pipe’ and ‘strap’ ap-
pear as overt participants of a preceding non-finite

verb), but they differ in the grammatical persons in-
volved: (3) only involves third persons, whereas (4)
involves a speech-act participant.
(3) табаах

tabaaq
tobacco

пиэдэттэллэ
peedə-t-təllə
burn-?-CVB.SEQ

хаӈсаа
qaŋsaa
pipe

пиэдэттэллэ
peedə-t-təllə
burn-?-CVB.SEQ

оожаануннуӈаа.
oož-aa-nun-nu-ŋaa.
drink-INCH-HAB-IMPF-Mə.3PL

‘After kindling the tobacco, after
kindling the pipe, they used to smoke
(it)’ (“Tobacco,” 34:8)

(4) льамкапки
l’amka-p-ki
strap-PL-3POSS

лончииллэ
lon-čii-llə
take.down-ITER-CVB.SEQ

иркилльэӈоон
irkill’ə-ŋoo-n
together-COP-LNK

ултэсь.
ultə-s’.
tie-Jə.1SG

‘After taking down their straps, I tied
(them) together’ (“Tobacco,” 34:34)

The exceptions to this pattern are single-
participant events with a first-person plural, and
three-participant events with a third-person non-
plural recipient. These, however, only have 3 obser-
vations each, so the algorithm might be picking up
on idiosyncrasies of these examples; in comparison,
two-participant events with two third persons make
up around 20% of the data—or 31 observations of
the total 135.
Additionally, the results show that two-

participant events with a speech-act participant
are favored by -mə if there are two or more
overt participants (5). The form -mə is also



Figure 1: Classification tree from the test-is-training model

predicted for single-participant events and for
two-participant events with a speech-act participant
in co-occurrence with the perfective marker and an
additional referent in ablative or instrumental (6).

(5) мэт
met
1SG

табаах
tabaaq
tobacco

өнмэгэ
önmə-gə
mind-LOC

эйтэ,
ej-tə-Ø,
get-?-Mə.1SG

‘I remembered the tobacco’ (“Tobacco,”
34:44)

(6) пиэдисьэлэ.
peedis’ə-lə.
finger-INS
‘With (his) finger’

льэнульэлум
l’ə-nu-l’əl-u-m
PH-IMPF-EV-(EP)-Mə.3SG
ньумшэшнульэлум.
ɲum-šə-š-nu-l’əl-u-m.
press-PFV-CAUS-IMPF-EV-(EP)-Mə.3SG

‘He whatchamacallit, he presses’ (“A
game,” 43:10)

5 Discussion & Conclusion
The findings suggest that valency alone cannot ac-
count for the choices speakers make between the
two verb-focus forms at the discourse level, as it
is argued in current descriptions of Kolyma Yuk-
aghir. The form -mə is used in events that might
look “transitive,” but the configuration of the par-
ticipants involved is relevant: -mə is overwhelm-
ingly preferred with two third-person participants.
These events differ from other events (i.e., single-
participant events and two-participant events with a
speech-act participant) in that they involve more dis-
course referents. Thus, a potential interpretation of
this skewing is that -mə might be cuing speakers to
a higher potential for reference tracking problems,

while -jə might signal a lower probability of prob-
lems in reference tracking.
Marginally, -mə is also preferred in two addi-

tional contexts: in two-participant events with a
speech-act participant when both are overtly spec-
ified (i.e., lexically or pronominally), and in perfec-
tive events with one or two participants and a ref-
erent in locative or instrumental. These configura-
tions are in line with the idea that 1) perfective as-
pect is used in discourse to foreground important
events (Hopper and Thompson, 1980), and 2) the
higher the number of explicitly-mentioned partici-
pants, the more thematic importance of the event
(Diver and Davis, 2012). As a result, -mə can be
seen as highlighting events worthy ofmore attention,
whereas -jə is used for events with lower attention-
worthiness.

Overall, the results suggest that speakers choose
the verb-focus forms depending on different dis-
course factors and may use -jə and -mə to achieve
different communicative goals: cuing the addressee
to a higher potential of reference problems, and
highlighting important events in the discourse. In or-
der to validate these results, a follow-up study with
random forests will also be carried out. In sum, this
study demonstrates how machine learning methods
like decision trees can offer a more accurate picture
of the choices speakers make at the discourse level
and can help documentary efforts in the description
process. Tree-based approaches are especially well-
suited for endangered languages, as they can model
linguistic input and make predictions with a rela-
tively small number of examples.
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Abbreviations

1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
ACC accusative
CAUS causative
COP copula
CVB converb
EP epenthesis
EV evidential
HAB habitual
IMPF imperfective
INCH inchoative
INS instrumental

IPFV imperfective
ITER iterative
Jə -jə
LNK linker
LOC locative
Mə -mə
NPL nonplural
PFV perfective
PH placeholder
PL plural
POSS possessive
SEQ sequential
SG singular
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